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Ⅰ. Introduction to the project 

 English is changing consistently because a number of people who are native 

speakers or not use English for various purposes in the world. There are numerous 

circumstances which people can use English to communicate with each other, 

regardless of their nationality. For example, if there is a situation Chinese and Greek 

are together in the medical conference in Japan, what language do they use? Or, 

providing that Filipino and Korean are at the airport and they have to ask and answer 

about their flight, what can be helpful for their interaction? Nowadays, English is not 

belonged in one nation or community anymore. Therefore, English is a lingua franca 

which can be used for communication between people who come from different 

country and have different mother tongue. As a lingua franca, since English is used 

by diverse people in the world, many linguistic or non-linguistic features of English 

have been changing. For example, grammar, vocabulary use, pronunciation are 

used by different people in different way, it can be said that there is no standard for 

correct English model anymore.  

 

For English pronunciation teaching, English teachers have to consider that 

English pronunciation is a lingua franca which diverse learners use. Compared to 

other linguistic or non-linguistic components in English, pronunciation can be the 

most various part according to the speakers. If American and Korean follow the 

same grammar and speak same sentences, is it possible that they have exactly the 

same pronunciation? Even they are alike ‘native speakers’ who use English as their 

mother tongue, it can be impossible for them to say exactly same pronunciation. For 

appropriate teaching English pronunciation, teachers have to decide what can we 

teach and how and when we can teach learners English pronunciation.  

 

 In this tutor project, there are several steps to practice English pronunciation 

together. First, my two tutees and I discuss what and how we think about English 

pronunciation in detail. Also, for practicing together in the future, it can be better for 

us to be familiar with one another through meetings several times. After that, for 

second, we make a diagnostic of their pronunciation in several ways to decide what 

we will focus on. With five week plans, we will practice certain points of English 
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pronunciation which we have decided to practice. Not only practicing together during 

the meeting, but also individual practice assignment will be given to them for five 

weeks.  

 

 

Ⅱ. Participant profiles 

(ⅰ)  Tutees’  profiles 

I have two tutees who have studied English with me nearly 6 months to 

improve their English ability. Usually I have a class with them twice a week for about 

two hours each. Until now, our class has focused on the English grammar, 

vocabulary and some writing activities to use their grammatical knowledge. We 

nearly haven’t  touched  pronunciation  part.  They  don’t  have  relationship  with  each  

other. Their personal backgrounds and levels, goals are quite different, I think. 

However, they are motivated in learning English now and it is possible to meet 

together for tutor project at least once a week, I chose them as my tutees. 

 

I conducted a little survey on their attitude, preference, perception and 

awareness of English pronunciation. After discussing about several points related to 

it in advance during the meeting, I sent them the questionnaire by e-mail. They had a 

few days to complete it, so I think they had enough time to think about their 

perception of English pronunciation quite carefully. Also, I was surprised that they 

already have not only many thoughts about English pronunciation, but also their 

weakness and strengths in detail.  

 

(1) Kim Seung Chan 

 

1. Name / Age / Gender / Occupation / Language ability 

My name is SeungChan, Kim. I am 24 years old man.  

I am university student. And, I think I am good at using English.  

 

2. Briefly explain your English learning experience. 

When I was 8, my mother bought many English books for me. I think it made me had 
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a fun because these books were very simple and easy to learn.  It was a chance to 

learn English for me. Later, I was given great grade in English in mid and high school. 

And I received private tutoring for English when I was 17. It was also great 

experience because my teacher was very good.  

(The English class in mid,high school is excepted..) 

 

3. Have you ever taken any kind of English pronunciation instruction?  

 If you have received English pronunciation instruction, how about that? 

I received private tutoring for English when I was 17.During that time, I learned 

English formal grammer, vocabulary, and pronunciation. But it was very basic.  

 

4. Do you have preference in English pronunciation (Accent)? And if you have, why? 

I prefer American pronunciation because it is easy to understand for me.  

 

5. Do you have any dislike English pronunciation (Accent)? If you have, why? 

Russian  style…Because  my  mechanical  vibration  professor  is  Russian.  I  can’t  

understand her speech at all. Her accent is strange for me. 

 

6. Have you felt the difficulty communicating with the people who use English? 

Briefly describe the situation and your feeling. 

As  I  mentioned  previously,  I  can’t  understand  my  professor’s  speech  at  all. 

During conversation with her I think I am at a loss. And I think It is because I am 

accustomed to American style. 

 

7. What do you think about your English pronunciation? And why do you think like 

that? 

Not bad. I do better than my friends. But my girlfriend do better than me. So my 

pronunciation is not bad.  

 

8. Do you think that you have a good English pronunciation? Or, do you want to 

correct your pronunciation? Tell me the reason why you think like that. 

Not bad. I do better than my friends. But my girlfriend does better than me. So my 
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pronunciation is not bad. And I want to correct my pronunciation. If I know correct 

pronunciation, it will be easy to understand English.  

 

9. What are your strong pronunciations? Or, what are your weaken pronunciation? 

 Tell me simply describe why it is difficult for you. 

B, P pronunciation is strong. But, Th, f, v pronunciation is weaken. 

It is difficult to move my under lip. 

 

10. What is your goal and purpose of your English learning? Do you think this project 

is helpful to achieve that? Why? 

My goal of learning English is proficiency in using English. And this project will be 

great help for me. During this project, I will use English and practice, and correct my 

pronunciation more than now. I think this process is essential part of learning English. 

 

11. Do you have any motivation to learn English? Tell me what they are. 

I want to trip abroad. And, later, I want to live other country. These are my motivation. 

Also, I must have a good ability to use English to get a job in Korea. 

 

One of the tutee, whose name is Kim seung chan, is a university student. He 

has taken a regular English course in the public school system, but he started 

learning English when he was 8 by reading English story books. Also, he has an 

experience in learning English with personal tutoring when he was in high school. At 

that time, he got a simple pronunciation instruction at practicing consonants, vowels 

level. Since it is widely used in Korea, he prefers American style pronunciation and 

hasn’t  a  confidence  in  listening  Russian  style.  The  professor  who  teaches  him  one  of  

the subjects at the university affected him about English pronunciation made by 

Russian. Generally, he is confident in his English ability such as grammar, reading 

and writing skills, while has a concern about speaking and listening. He is really 

motivated to learn English as a language to interact with others in travel or work 

situation, and has a goal to get a good score in English test such as TOEIC or OPIC 

to get a job in Korea.  
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(2) Kwak Yoon Jin 

 

1. Name / Age / Gender / Occupation / Language ability 

KWAK YOONJIN / 27(만25) / FEMALE / BANKER / 약간의 쉬운 의사소통만 가능한 정도 

 

2. Briefly explain your English learning experience. 

Just I completed the regular couse from elementary school to high school. During the 

past 2 month, I get extracurricular study. 

 

3. Have you ever taken any kind of English pronunciation instruction?  

 If you have received English pronunciation instruction, how about that? 

 

4. Do you have preference in English pronunciation (Accent)? And if you have, why? 

영국식 발음 : 흔치 않는 악센트에서 희소성이 느껴지며, 강한 T발음이 멋짐 

 

5. Do you have any dislike English pronunciation (Accent)? If you have, why? 

인도식 발음(인도, 인도네시아, 기타 동남아권)  :  ‘뚜루뚜루’  거리는 식의 발음이 익숙지 않

아 이해하기 어려움. 

 

6. Have you felt the difficulty communicating with the people who use English? 

Briefly describe the situation and your feeling. 

대학교 인턴쉽으로 호주에 잠시 4개월 다녀왔을 때, 외국인과 늘 영어로 대화해야했던 

적이 있다. 아무래도 원어민에 비해 나 스스로 영어 실력이 부족하다고 생각했기 때문에 

크게 위축된 상태로 대화를 하다 보니 발음적으로나 문법적으로나 더 엉망진창인 대화가 

이어졌다. 확실한 건 알고 모르는 지식의 차이보다는 자신감이나 적극적인 자세가 영어

실력을 향상하는데 큰 도움이 되는 것 같다. 

 

7. What do you think about your English pronunciation? And why do you think like 

that? 

흔히 일상적으로 사용하는 영어 단어에서만 미국식 발음이 나오지만, (예를 들면 a little)

말하는 문장과 단어에 큰 강세 표현이나 연음 처리 부족함. 
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8. Do you think that you have a good English pronunciation? Or, do you want to 

correct your pronunciation? Tell me the reason why you think like that. 

고치고 싶은 발음 : s/z, b/v/f, r/l 등 비슷한 발음에 대한 정확한 구분이 없이 발음 중. 

 

9. What are your strong pronunciations? Or, what are your weaken pronunciation? 

 Tell me simply describe why it is difficult for you. 

잘되는 발음 : 기본적으로 잘되는 발음은 딱히 없는 것 같다. 사실 어느 발음이 맞는지 

정확한 기준이 없는 상태라 정상적으로 잘하고 있는지 판단하기 어려움. 

어려운 발음 : s/z, b/v/f, th, r/l 발음 구분이 안 됨. 

 

10. What is your goal and purpose of your English learning? Do you think this project 

is helpful to achieve that? Why? 

우선은 자격증 취득을 목적으로 하는 영어 공부가 아니기 때문에, 스스로 만족할 수 있

을 정도의 영어 실력을 갖추는 게 목표. 주로 상대방과의 의사소통을 목적으로 공부 중

이기에, 발음이 향상되면 좀 더 내 의사를 표현하는데 수월할 것으로 보여 이 학습과정

이 큰 도움이 될 것이라 생각한다. 

 

11. Do you have any motivation to learn English? Tell me what they are. 

기존에 해외여행을 종종 다녀왔지만 의사소통이 어려워, 여행의 다양한 혜택을 누리지 

못한 적이 있다. 가이드 없는 자유여행을 통해 여행의 질을 높이고자 영어 공부 중이다. 

 

The other person, Kwak yoon jin, is a banker who has been working at a 

bank about 3 years. She had taken English classes at the public school, and never 

has studied English personally at an institute or tutoring, study. Therefore, regarding 

the pronunciation,  she  doesn’t  have  a  sample  or  model  she  can  follow,  she  said.  She  

likes England pronunciation because she thinks it has scarcity compared to other 

pronunciations. She said she feels strong /t/ attractive especially. On the other hand, 

the pronunciation made by Indian speakers is not preferred due to their distinctive 

pronunciation affected by their mother language, Indian. She expressed that she 

can’t  understand  ‘turuturu’  sounds  in  Indian  English.  During  her  4months internship 

in Australia, she felt that her English ability was not enough to communicate with 

native speakers and recognized that confidence could affect a lot English proficiency. 
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In general, she wants to correct almost things in her English pronunciation such as 

linking, stress, intonation as well as small parts like consonant and vowel sounds. 

Her biggest motivation to do this project is traveling abroad without a guide freely, 

while  she  doesn’t  have  a  plan  to  take  English  proficiency  tests  for  a  while. 
 
(ⅱ)  Tutor’s  profile 

Since  I’m  studying in TESOL graduate school now, I think it can be good for 

me to do the survey as my tutees do. As a tutor and a student, I thought about 

myself in using English and my perception of pronunciation. My tutees and I have 

some kinds of similarities in learning experiences and attitude. Also, we have similar 

problem when we use English  

 
1. Name / Age / Gender / Occupation / Language ability 

Da hyeon, noh / 27(international age: 25) / FEMALE / English teacher at TOEIC 

institute / Korean, English 

 

2. Briefly explain your English learning experience. 

After taking the regular courses in public school system almost a decade, I took the 

English conversation course and Basic English course at university. Although the last 

two courses proceeded with native speakers, there was not difference compared to 

previous English courses in my opinion. During university, I took a TOEIC class to 

take a TOEIC test in order to graduate from university for nearly two years. After that, 

in language institute, I have attended conversation practice course with native 

speaker for about a year. That was nearly my first time to speak with others in 

English and practice speaking English every day.  

 

3. Have you ever taken any kind of English pronunciation instruction?  

If you have received English pronunciation instruction, how about that? 

I have taken an English pronunciation instruction at language institute with native 

speaker. There was a pronunciation book they have made for pronunciation teaching. 

At the beginning of the class, the teacher spoke loudly several words that include 

certain  sounds  we  had  to  practice.  After  students’  repeating  words,  teachers  read  
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five or six sentences which are longer and still include target sounds. Students had 

to speak one of the sentences per person. When the student made an error or 

mistake in pronouncing the sentence, teachers helped the student to correct their 

pronunciation. In my memory, there was a listen and repeat method only to practice 

pronunciation. Also, materials were not related to our needs and situation. When the 

teacher was changed according to the level, students had to practice with different 

teachers who are come from different countries. They were African, Californian, 

Spanish, American.  

 

4. Do you have preference in English pronunciation (Accent)? And if you have, why? 

Actually,  I  don’t  have  any  preference  in  English  pronunciation.  Of  course,  when  I  first  

hear the new accents or pronunciation of others, I can be embarrassed and have 

difficulty understanding the speech. However, with concentrating on the speech, it is 

not really hard to understand what the speaker says regardless of their accent. I 

think the most important thing in pronouncing English is whether the pronunciation is 

understandable or not. Certain accents can be not the biggest problem in using 

English. 

 

5. Do you have any dislike English pronunciation (Accent)? If you have, why? 

I  don’t  have  any  experiences  with  people  who  are  not  native  speakers.  Also,  I  think  I  

don’t  have  dislike  English  pronunciation  or  accents  until  so  far.  Actually,  I  don’t  have  

many  opportunities  to  listen  to  others’  speeches  yet  except  native  speakers.    

 

6. Have you felt the difficulty communicating with the people who use English? 

Briefly describe the situation and your feeling. 

When I have a conversation with other students in graduate school students, 

sometimes I have difficulty speaking my ideas due to the lack of vocabulary or 

certain expressions. At that time, I usually use different or easier words to explain my 

ideas. I was quite nervous and embarrassed a lot at first nowadays it is more 

comfortable for me to speak English with others. I think my anxiety is quite high 

according to the type of people speaking with me, and the degree of formality. For 

me, it is more difficult to speak English in informal situation. I have studied English at 
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school and institute it is unusual for me to use English outside of classes.  

 

7. What do you think about your English pronunciation? And why do you think like 

that? 

I  think  my  pronunciation  is  quite  understandable  because  I  don’t  have  difficulty  

communicating with others due to my pronunciation. The difficulty can come from 

other parts such as vocabulary, expression, grammar. However, I have never been to 

abroad,  I  haven’t  had  any  real  chance  to  test  my  pronunciation.    

 

8. Do you think that you have a good English pronunciation? Or, do you want to 

correct your pronunciation? Tell me the reason why you think like that. 

Of course I want to improve my English pronunciation in certain points. However, on 

the other hand, my problem can be related to fluency, not pronunciation I think. As I 

mentioned above, my difficulty in using English can be related to fluency rather than 

certain pronunciation.  

 

9. What are your strong pronunciations? Or, what are your weaken pronunciation? 

Tell me simply describe why it is difficult for you. 

I think my pronunciation is not the same as native  like,  but  I  haven’t  studied  English  

pronunciation in detail yet. Also, for me, it is more important to achieve proficiency 

than correct my pronunciation like native speaker. When I speak English, I usually try 

to pronounce clearly enough to be understood by others. Of course, sometimes I 

confused about the differences between some subtle different vowel sounds. 

However,  I  don’t  think  they  have  harmful  effect  on  my  understanding  and  my  

pronunciation.  

 

10. What is your goal and purpose of your English learning? Do you think this project 

is helpful to achieve that? Why? 

My goal of English learning is to use English for any purposes as I use Korean. Also, 

as  I  don’t  have  many  experiences  in  using  English  in  real  context,  I  wonder  whether  

my speech can be understandable by others or not. Probably, after practicing a lot 

and using English for diverse purposes to improve proficiency, I will use English 
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more fluently and freely than now. This project is absolutely helpful for me to 

pronounce more appropriately and understandably because I have to prepare the 

activities, materials, and be aware of the correct pronunciation. With this tutor project, 

I as well as my tutees can improve our pronunciation and have confidence in 

speaking English.  

 

11. Do you have any motivation to learn English? Tell me what they are. 

My strong motivation to learn and practice English is that I want to become a good 

English teacher. Now, I am a TOEIC teacher helping students learn English 

grammar, vocabulary, some kinds of skills of English tests. However, I want them to 

learn English as a language which they can use when they interact with others. 

English is an essential source to study, work, travel to and do a lot of things now. 

Although everything is not easy and sometimes not going well, I will show my 

students that you can use English as a language even you are in Korea like me in 

the future. In order to do that, I have to improve consistently my English, I think. 

 

 

Ⅲ. Diagnostic test 

For diagnostic, I chose reading the words, reading the paragraph and 

describing the picture, as my tutees are in different levels of proficiency. Kim Seung 

Chan can speak his ideas in English and has a grammatical, vocabulary knowledge 

to do so. Also, except that when he encounters unknown words, he is quite well 

pronouncing English, I think. However, the other tutee, Kwak Yoon Jin, has a little 

problem in speaking English due to the lack of confidence, vocabulary and 

grammatical knowledge. I think she is shy when speaking English. Also, she is 

hardly speaking her thoughts in English because of the English proficiency and the 

lack of confidence.  

 

Therefore, I chose relatively controlled activities to diagnostic their 

pronunciation. Before recording their speaking, I gave them a few days to prepare it 

and explained in detail what will they do, why we need to do that. During the 

separated meeting, they recorded their speaking by themselves without me.  
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(ⅰ) Reading the words 

Aunt, Roof, Route, Wash, Oil, Theater, Iron, Salmon, Caramel, Fire, Water, Sure, 

Data, Ruin, Crayon, New Orleans, Pecan, Both, Again, Probably, Spitting image, 

Alabama, Lawyer, Coupon, Mayonnaise, Syrup, Pajamas, Caught, Naturally, 

Aluminium, Envelope 

(Rogerson-Revell, P. (2011). English phonology and pronunciation teaching. London: 

Continuum.) 

 

(ⅱ) Reading the paragraph 

(1) Please call Stella. Ask her to bring these things with her from the store: Six 

spoons of fresh snow peas, five thick slabs of blue cheese, and maybe a snack for 

her brother Bob. We also need a small plastic snake and a big toy frog for the kids. 

She can scoop these things into three red bags, and we will go meet her Wednesday 

at the train station.  

(Weinberger, S. (2014). Speech Accent Archive. George Mason University. 

Retrieved from; http://accent.gmu.edu.) 

 

(2) Have you observed the ways people from different cultures use silence? Have 

you noticed that some people interrupt conversations more than other people? All 

cultures do not have the same rules governing these areas of communication. Many 

Americans interpret silence in conversations to mean disapproval, disagreement, or 

unsuccessful communication. They often try to fill silence by saying something even 

if  they  have  nothing  to  say!  On  the  other  hand,  Americans  don’t  appreciate  a  person  

who dominates a conversation. Knowing when to take turns in a conversation in 

another language can sometimes cause difficulty. Should you wait until someone 

has finished a sentence before contributing to a discussion, or can you break into the 

middle  of  someone’s  sentence?  Interrupting  someone  who  is  speaking  is  considered 

rude in the United States. Even children are taught explicitly not to interrupt. 

(Deena R. Levine and Mara B. Adelman, Beyond Language: Intercultural 

Communication for English as a Second Language (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice 

Hall, 1982), p.23.)  
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(ⅲ) Describing the picture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Ⅳ. Analysis of the diagnostic results 

 Since  my  tutees’  proficiency  is  relatively  not  high,  I  chose  the  rubric  that  is  

below. Standards of diagnostic are quite big segment such as consonants, vowels, 

endings etc. After listening to their speech over and over again, I made diagnostic of 

their pronunciation according to the standard. Personally, I think their problems 

about pronunciation can be mistakes because they probably felt uncomfortable to 

record their English speaking similar to some kinds of tests. So, I tried to think about 

that not only negatively, but also positively. I focused on the repeated problems 

which can have harmful effect on intelligibility rather than unrepeated mistakes.  
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(ⅰ) The rubric used for diagnostic 

 
Elements of Speech Difficulties Examples 

Consonants Does the speaker have 

repeated problems with any 

consonants or clusters? 

 

Vowels Do vowel sounds negatively 

affect intelligibility? 
 

Syllables and/or 

grammatical endings 

-S endings (Americans, 

relationships) 

-d endings (considered, 

appreciated) 

 

Word stress Does stress fall on the 

appropriate syllable? 
 

Rhythm in sentences Does the speaker speak in a 

natural rhythm? Or does 

language sound abrupt or 

choppy? Is every word given 

the same stress? 

 

Focus and special 

emphasis(Prominence) 

Does the speaker use 

emphatic stress to indicate 

key words, contrasts (not 

only/all), etc.? 

 

Intonation/Pitch Does tone rise and fall in the 

appropriate places? Or, does 

it sound monotone? 

 

Thought groups and linking Does the speaker pause at 

commas and other 

appropriate places? 

 

Delivery (rate of speech, 

loudness) 

Does the speaker speak too 

loudly or quietly, too fast, or 

too slow? 
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(ⅱ) Analysis of diagnostic for Kim Seung Chan 

 I think his English proficiency is quite good, maybe it is intermediate mid or 

high level. He can make correct English sentences, also speak English with 

confidence. Generally, his free talking and natural speaking are much better than 

reading a text, word list. As this project is going, his speaking and pronunciation are 

better and better, I think.  

 

(1) Consonants 

 For consonants, he has a little problems pronouncing /th/ sounds in front, 

middle,  ending  place.  ‘three’,  ‘their’,  ‘nothing’  these  kinds  of  words  were  spoken  

repeatedly because he was worried about /th/ sound and corrected several times. 

Another problem is that his /r/ sound was heard like a vowel. Especially, when /r/ 

sound was pronounced, his tongue touched something in the mouth. Interestingly, 

he pronounced quite well when /r/ is in the  first  place  of  word,  such  as  ‘red’,  ‘rats’,  

‘rude’.  When  /r/  sound  is  in  the  middle  or  ending  or  words,  he pronounced them 

almost /l/, like  ‘every’,  ‘scream’,  ‘caramel’,  ‘interrupt’,  ‘syrup’  etc.  He  is  aware  of  

individual /r/ sound, it seemed like quite difficult to do it naturally.  

 

(2) Vowels 

 His vowel sounds were very nice, and had not negative effect on intelligibility, 

considering his proficiency. Sometimes there was a problem distinguishing [i] from [ɪ], 
[əә] from [∧], but that was not serious enough to harm intelligibility.  

 

(3) Syllables and/or grammatical endings 

 All grammatical –s  endings  were  very  good  in  his  speaking  like  ‘bags’,  

‘communications’,  ‘turns’,  ‘Americans’.  As  he  already  has  grammar  knowledge  in  

rather high level, it was easy for him to add –s sound at the end of the words and 

sentences. In –ed endings, he had a problem pronouncing it. For example, when he 

said  ‘considered’,  ‘finished’,  ‘observed’,  ‘noticed’,  almost  he  didn’t  pronounce  –ed 

endings, just  spoke  like  infinitive,  ‘observe’,  ‘consider’.  Also,  he  didn’t  know  about  

that –ed endings can be pronounced –t  endings  as  the  words  ‘finished’,  ‘watched’  do.  

When he said –sh  ending  in  ‘fresh’, ‘wash’, his  pronunciation  was  close  to  just  ‘si’. 
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(4) Word stress 

 Word stress was quite good in relatively shorter words. He is already know 

almost phonetic symbols which Korean students have learned in public school 

system to produce English so seemed like that he understood how can he speak 

words appropriately, even with unknown words, the word stress was quite good, I 

think.  However,  in  relatively  loner  words  such  as  ‘explicitly’,  ‘unsuccessful’,  

‘contributing’,  he  didn’t  put  any  stress  in  the  word.  According  to  the  vowel  sounds,  he  

spoke them equally. Probably,  he  didn’t  catch  where  he  could  put  stress  in  long  

words although he seemed like that he already knew word stress. 

 

(5) Rhythm in sentences 

 When he spoke about his own ideas or the sentence which he understood 

the meaning of it, he had a relatively natural rhythm. While he was describing the 

picture with his thoughts, he spoke English most naturally. On the other hand, when 

he read the paragraph, his speaking sounded a little bit awkward since he spoke in 

almost same tone as Korean does. I think he was a little bit nervous when he read 

something due to the concern about accuracy of his pronunciation. Personally, his 

speaking rhythm was not bad, but quite good. 

 

(6) Focus and special emphasis (Prominence)  

(7) Intonation / Pitch 

 For focus and special emphasis (prominence) and intonation/pitch, the result 

is similar to that of above. When he described the picture, he put the emphasis on 

key words, content words by speaking more loudly.  For  instance,  saying  ‘the  old  man 

and old woman were surprised. They jumped’,  he  put  the  stress  in  underlined  words.  

Basically, he put the stress on subject and verb consistently. For intonation, he 

included exclamation during his speaking to express surprise like  ‘oh!’,  ‘wow!’,  ‘uh  

ha’.  Also,  he  fell  the  ending  of  the  sentence  to  express  his  certainty,  saying  ‘the  

number of rats is, maybe twenty, ah, maybe twenty yeah’.  Unlike natural speaking, 

he spoke too flat in monotone with no big emphasis in any words when he read 

paragraphs. As I mentioned above, he could be under a little tension.  
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(8) Thought groups and linking 

 I think he has a good sense of thought groups and linking. During his natural 

speaking, he usually divided into his speaking subject and verb, objective and 

adverb like that. It was quite easy to follow his speaking with comprehension. 

Sometimes his thought groups were rather long, it was not damage the 

understanding. Often, he made a mistake dividing thought groups after saying 

relative  pronoun  like  that,  ‘have  you  noticed  that  /  some  people  interrupt  

conversations  ~’.  Except  that,  his  thought  groups  transmitted  his  message  effectively.  

Words linking and sentence linking were good. Especially, he pronounced very well 

prolonged sounds in word levels. 

 

(9) Delivery (rate of speech, loudness) 

 He spoke English loudly and clearly enough to be understood by others with 

confidence. When he spoke English, he seemed like interested in speaking English 

and having fun. Reading paragraph, his speaking was a little bit faster, but that was 

not harmful for comprehension.  

 

(ⅲ) Analysis of diagnostic for Kwak Yoon Jin 

 During our meeting, she is usually shy when speaking English alone or with 

others to communicate. However, I think she has a great potential to improve her 

pronunciation.  First  of  all,  she  just  hasn’t  enough  experience  to  produce  English.  

During the travel abroad, she was always with other people or guide. Although she 

feels a little shy and uncomfortable to speak English yet, I believe she has several 

advantages in speaking English. With more confidence, her pronunciation is going to 

be getting better and better.  

 

(1) Consonants 

 Except for relatively easy consonants to produce such as /p/, /b/, /s/, /k/, she 

had a difficulty pronouncing the sounds which she has to use her lips to make. For 

example,   she   had   a   trouble   in   producing   /f/,   in   ‘from’,   ‘frame’,   ‘sofa’   etc.   She  

produced /f/ nearly similar to /p/. Also, /v/ was difficult for her in many words like 

‘have’,   ‘conversation’,   ‘five’,   ‘approval’.   For   /v/   sounds,   she   didn’t   use   her   lips   and  
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produced similarly when she produces /b/. Her /r/ is close to /l/ sound regardless of 

that where /r/ exists, front, middle and final. I think, maybe he felt awkward about that 

she  had  to  use  her  tongue  and  lips  because  in  Korean,  she  doesn’t  have  to  do  so.  It  

probably will be going to be better as soon as she will be relaxed when speaking 

English. For another problem, she had difficulty with the words including consonant 

clusters. For  instances,  ‘caught’,  ‘envelope’,  ‘new  Orleans’ were not produced 

appropriately  sine  she  didn’t  know  how   to   read   those   things.  After   letting  her  know 

how to read and listening to them several times, they were still not good.  

 

(2) Vowels 

 Considering her proficiency, she quite well pronounced every vowel not to 

harm intelligibility. Of course vowel sounds were not exactly the same ones made by 

native speakers who use English as a mother tough, they were quite understandable. 

Also, she seemed like not having difficulty with it.  

 

(3) Syllables and/or grammatical endings 

 Actually, I think this part can be the most difficult part for her because it is 

related to grammatical knowledge. She hardly pronounced –s endings and –ed 

endings. It was rare case she read or speak –s, -d endings. In reading paragraph, 

she read most appropriately ‘books’, ‘bags’, ‘Americans’. However, she often omitted 

grammatical –s ending from the words and sentences. I think, in real conversation, it 

can be not a serious problem to understand, but it can be harmful for intelligibility. –

ed ending was also problem since she didn’t produce it at all. She said about that 

she knew that she had to produce –ed ending in the sentence when she read the 

passage, it was very shy and unfamiliar to her. Maybe her biggest problem in 

pronouncing English can be a lack of confidence. I will encourage her to do these 

things more naturally.  

  

(4) Word stress 

 As I mentioned above, she felt awkward when she spoke in English. 

Therefore, she didn’t any strong stress in the words. Regardless of the length of 

words, she pronounced all syllables with same tone. So, her speaking sounded like a 
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Korean. I think it is also related to confidence and shyness in speaking English. 

 

(5) Rhythm in sentences 

She didn’t have a natural flow in her speaking because of, I think, her 

proficiency. Compared to reading a text or list of words, describing the picture was 

more monotonous speaking. She seemed like a little bit uncomfortable to make 

sentences alone. She spoke very flat as other Koreans do their mother tongue. 

 

(6) Focus and special emphasis (Prominence) 

 She usually spoke subject a little bit stronger and louder than other parts of 

sentence. I think she didn’t have the concepts of English stress, key words, content 

words, contrasts yet. It can be not bad since I can help her to get a perception of 

those things which are natural in English.  

 

(7) Intonation / Pitch 

 In her speaking, she often raised sentence endings as other people do in 

front of comma or question mark. I think this point can make the listener quite 

confused about the language she use. It sounded like almost Korean. However, it 

can be much better by listening to others’ speaking and practicing speaking, I think. 

Although intonation and pitch are really important in English, she doesn’t have to 

mimic identically American or British do.  

 

(8) Thought groups and liking 

 In thought groups, there was a difference between natural speaking and 

reading texts. When she read the text, she quite well divided the sentence into the 

meaningful segments like that: ‘We also need a small plastic snake / and a big toy 

frog / for the kids.’ Of course, as the sentence was relatively short, it was probably 

quite easy for her to bind meaningful phrases. In longer texts, she paused more 

often than in the shorter text, but generally she had a good sense of thought groups 

which can transmit the meaning in the sentence. On the other hand, when she 

described the picture by herself, she could seldom divide thought groups because of 

her proficiency, I think. Since it was not easy to make sentences, she just produced 
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the word units slowly. 

 

(9) Delivery (rate of speech, loudness) 

Her volume of voice was quite small, but it had not serious effect on 

intelligibility. After practicing speaking English with more comfortable atmosphere, 

she will speak louder than now definitely. Also, her speech speed was not enough to 

understand smoothly.  

 

(ⅳ) What the tutees think about the results of diagnostic 

 When showing them my analysis of diagnostic, they were really shy because 

I picked only several things than they had expected. They had really worried about 

their pronunciation after diagnostic, but I thought they were concerned about their 

English proficiency. I explained a little bit about the difference between proficiency 

and pronunciation. While we were talking about the results, they found out some 

similarities of mistakes they have made. They seemed like more relaxed and 

interested in this project, since they realized that not only their problems are really 

common things among Korean people, but also they can help each other to improve 

their pronunciation regardless of their English level.  

 

 

Ⅴ. Goals and objectives 

(ⅰ) Goals of the project 

 As a tutor in this project, I chose several ending sounds to have my tutees 

practice upcoming five weeks. I realized that my two tutees have difficulty 

pronouncing different ending sounds. For example, both of them didn’t pronounce 

appropriately –ed endings included in the second paragraph of reading the 

paragraph diagnostic. They nearly omitted –ed ending sounds, or couldn’t pronounce 

appropriately even they wanted to do so. In addition to, their –s ending, -sh and –ch 

ending were sounded like Korean because they produced those endings as they do 

Korean. I think these difficulties they have can affect negatively the intelligibility and 

comprehensibility of their speaking. Therefore, I chose –ed ending, -s ending, -sh 

and –ch ending to practice together for five weeks. The goal of this practice is to 
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improve accuracy and comprehensibility of my tutees’ speaking by pronouncing 

English appropriately. In addition, through this project, I want that my tutees will have 

confidence in speaking English. I really want them know that practice is the best way 

to improve their English abilities, also it is not very important to use English like 

native speaker anymore in real contexts.  

 

(ⅱ) Objective of the project 

At the end of this project, tutees can pronounce –s endsing sounds related to 

grammatical intelligibility.  

At the end of this project, tutees can pronounce –ed ending sounds appropriately in 

reading texts, natural speaking. 

At the end of this project, tutees can pronounce /r/ and /l/ sounds appropriately to be 

understandable to others in most situations.  

At the end of this project, tutees can pronounce /f/ and /v/ sounds adequately to be 

understandable to others in most situations.  

 

 

Ⅵ. The action plan 

 During upcoming five weeks, I will have my tutees follow this simple plan 

which I will extend in detail in the future. I will meet them once a week for two hours 

to practice pronunciation and to do activity together. Also, by giving them some 

assignments they will use for their own practice during a week they can have 

individual practice time. I’m going to describe the simple weekly plan which includes 

materials, approaches and assignments.  

 

 Since my tutees’ English proficiency is not high, I chose rather controlled 

activity and assignment for them. When they have to do free talking, I will give them 

useful materials for talking such as their prepared writing. As the project is going, the 

practice activity will be much less controlled and more authentic compared to at the 

beginning. Furthermore, if it is necessary, I will use some sorts of grammatical 

knowledge for explaining the reason why they have to pronounce ending sounds 

appropriately. All meetings for practice will be recorded by me or themselves in order 
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to go over after each tutoring.  

 

 (ⅰ) Schedule 

 We will have a 2hours tutoring session once a week, on Fridays, five times 

through 5 weeks with each different lesson plan. Also, after the all sessions, I will 

have a test session which we can check what we did during tutoring sessions. For 

assignments, I will give them basic style assignment such as reading an article or 

doing online quiz but if they want, they will use a lot of times to do the homework.  

 

 (ⅱ) Materials 

 I want to use visual things a lot like videos, charts, pictures and so on to 

practice pronunciation. Of course I will use the audio materials like listening files for 

minimal pair activity, for mimicking for my tutees. Also, I will use several games to 

make them more interested in pronunciation practice more with fun. Those things I 

mentioned above are helpful to get rid of anxiety and nervousness about speaking 

English. Recorder will be an essential device to help for my tutees to check their 

pronunciation and for me to check their achievement and improvement in detail.  

 

 (ⅲ) Approach 

 I will use audio-lingual approach a lot because this session is related to 

directly pronunciation needing listening and speaking. For productive activities such 

as speaking and writing, I have to use receptive skills such as reading and listening 

as input.  
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Ⅶ. Description of and reflection on all meetings 

(ⅰ) First meeting 

On March 21, we have gathered together at first time. Actually, there were 

three tutees who wanted to participate in this project, but due to her work, she gave 

up. I explained how this project will be going and why we will do it briefly. To be 

relaxed, we didn’t use English too much, because I thought I had to listen to their 

opinion about this project at first. After talking about the project, we shared our ideas 

about English and English pronunciation. First, since they are studying English for 

the different reason, we talked about respective situation in which we are studying 

English. There were a lot of stories about English learning and teachers, 

circumstances, experiences and so on. Having a conversation almost three hours 

about those things, we arranged our meeting on Friday 7 p.m.  

 

(ⅱ) Second meeting 

 On April 4, we met again in my workplace study room. The room was quite 

because any students don’t use it on Friday. It was good for us to concentrate on our 

discussion. We talked about English pronunciation in detail based on the previous 

talking. I gave them the survey including a series of questions they have to answer 

and had a free talking time with it. We used English largely, except having difficulty 

expressing ideas seriously. I was surprised that they had already a lot of perception 

of pronunciation on their own. At the same time, I was worried that they have too 

negative thoughts about their pronunciation compared to native speakers. I 

explained briefly, but sincerely that how English pronunciation and teaching of it are 

changing and why they do. On that day, they seemed like more relaxed about this 

tutor project, since they realized that they don’t have to follow native speakers’ 

pronunciation. After this meeting, I sent them the survey to complete by the next 

week.  

 

(ⅲ) Third meeting 

 On April 11, I returned the completed survey from my tutees and reviewed 

their answers together. Not for judging their answers, I just read and asked some 
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more additional information that I will need. We compared the answers of them and 

found out that they had quite different background and experience of English 

learning. After discussing the answers of survey, I showed them a picture and script, 

list of words I will use for diagnostic. In order to unburden their worries and pressure 

about diagnostic, I demonstrated how they can do diagnostic recording by myself. 

Also, I described the purpose of diagnostic fully enough they can understand. The 

purpose of this diagnostic is to check their pronunciation characteristic, not to grade 

their pronunciation compared to native speakers. They were quite interested in 

reading something loudly or describing the picture by their own words. Since they 

haven’t had that kind of experience recording their speaking, it could be fun for them. 

I asked them to send me the video of their diagnostic, as I didn’t want to monitor 

them during diagnostic.  

 

(ⅳ) Fourth meeting 

 On April 18, we looked at the result of the diagnostic together. I tried to 

strengthen their strong points in English pronunciation first. Also, I carefully 

mentioned about their difficulties which can affect their intelligibility negatively. 

Although they were worried about their mispronounced pronunciation, I talked them 

about that their nervousness and burden could affect their pronunciation. Also, I 

ensured that we don’t have to correct all the mistakes and errors. If some errors can 

affect their intelligibility and comprehensibility, we have to focus on those things first. 

We discussed together what point we are going to focus on in practice stage. 

Additionally, I told them some sorts of activities which we can use to practice 

pronunciation interestingly such as role-play, tongue twisters, listening discrimination 

and so on. I decided to consider using the preferred activities by them since it would 

be helpful for them to concentrate on our practice with fun.  
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Ⅷ. Lesson Plans 

(ⅰ) Week 1 lesson plan for –ed ending  

Materials Procedures Interaction Time 

Words list 

 

Video 

 

 

 

Chart 

 

 

Words list 

 

 

Words list 

 

Paragraph 

 

 

 

Sequence 

pictures 

1. Have tutees read the words including –ed 

ending 

2. Discuss differences among –ed endings 

3. Tutees watch the video explaining different –ed 

ending sounds 

4. short practice different –ed endings during 

watching video 

5. Explain –ed ending sounds with charts and 

examples 

6. Short practice each –ed ending sounds 

6. Tutees listen to different –ed endings and 

choose the right one(Minimal pair activity) 

7. Tutees do minimal pair activity by producing –

ed ending words in person 

8. Tutees read the paragraph including –ed 

endings 

9. Tutees fill in the blanks in the paragraph with 

the correct –ed ending sounds 

9. Show tutees the sequence picture and explain 

making story with the picture  

10. Tutees have time to prepare the making story 

with sequence picture 

s<>s 

 

t<>s 

 

 

s<>s 

 

t>s 

 

s<>s 

t>s 

 

s<>s 

 

s 

 

s 

 

t>s 

 

s<>s 

10’’ 

 

 

20’’ 

 

 

 

20’’ 

 

10’’ 

10’’ 

 

15’’ 

 

15’’ 

 

10’’ 

 

10’’ 

 

15’’ 

Articles 

 

Webpage 

 

Picture 

1. Read the news article including –ed endings 

 

2. game correcting the right –ed ending sounds 

online 

3. Complete the story with sequence picture by 

using –ed endings 

Assignment 
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  (1) Materials 
   ① Words list: Wanted, Needed, Watched, Fixed, Played, Used 

   ② Video 

 
(http://www.engvid.com/how-to-say-ed-endings-in-english/) 

 

   ③ Charts and Examples 

If the base verb ends in one 

of these sounds: 

example 

base verb*: 

example 

with -

ed: 

pronounce 

the -ed: 

extra 

syllable? 

unvoiced /t/ want wanted / Id/ yes 

voiced /d/ end ended 

unvoiced /p/ hope hoped / t/ no 

/f/ laugh laughed 

/s/ fax faxed 

/S/ wash washed 

/tS/ watch watched 

/k/ like liked 

http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/-ed_wanted.wav
http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/-ed_id.wav
http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/-ed_hoped.wav
http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/-ed_t.wav
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voiced all other 

sounds, 

for example... 

play played / d/ 

allow allowed 

beg begged 

(http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/-ed.htm) 

 

 
(http://www.grammar.cl/english/pronunciation-ed.htm) 

 

   ④ Words list for Minimal pair activity 

 /id/ - decided, wanted, started, waited, visited, invited 

 /d/ - learned, listened, played, enjoyed, lived, stayed, opened, loved 

 /t/ - stopped, looked, washed, watched, cooked, walked, helped, worked 

 

http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/-ed_played.wav
http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/-ed_d.wav
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 /id/ - sounded, mended, painted, suggested, ended 

 /d/ - arrived, smiled, cleaned, called, hoped, allowed, cried, imagined 

 /t/ - missed, relaxed, kissed, coughed, promised, walked, finished, liked 

 

   ⑤ Sentences for minimal pair activity 

 
(http://www.englishforeveryone.org/Topics/Pronouncing-ED-Endings.htm) 

   ⑥ Paragraph 
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(http://www.englishforeveryone.org/Topics/Pronouncing-ED-Endings.htm) 

 

⑥ Sequence picture 

 
(Picture-Cued Story-Telling (Brown 2004, 181) 
(https://sites.google.com/site/winokure/picture-cuedstory-telling) 
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⑦ News articles

 
Huffingtonpost (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/22/figure-skating-protest-south-

korea-yuna-kim_n_4836628.html) 
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Huffingtonpost (http://grantland.com/the-triangle/shin-soo-choo-and-the-dark-art-of-hbp/) 
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⑧ Online Quiz 

 
EnglishMaven (http://www.englishmaven.org/Pages/Pronouncing%20ED%20Endings.htm) 
 

(2) Reflection 
1. Procedure 

 First, I introduced –ed endings as the subject of first tutoring: How do we 

pronounce the –ed endings? I gave my tutees six words (wanted, needed, watched, 

fixed, played, used) and asked to read them. Once we discussed the differences 

among the words, I showed them a video which presents explain three different –ed 

endings according to the words recorded by a native speaker. And, I explained –ed 

endings three variations /d/, /t/, /id/ in Korean with the chart including some examples 

to help their comprehension of the rules. During explanation, I encouraged them to 

produce each sound freely to be aware of the differences. After that, we pronounced 

many words together as a choral practice. When we pronounced each word, we 

talked about the –ed endings and reason why this word pronounced like that. They 

conducted the activity similar minimal pair. That is to check /d/, /t/, /id/ endings 

according to the words by reading the sentence. After checking the answers together 

with explanation and examples, they read the short paragraph including many –ed 

ending words. This paragraph also had many blanks to be filled in with answers 
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according to the –ed ending sounds. I gave them some assignments which are 

reading the new article including –ed ending words, playing –ed endings game 

online and preparing to make the sequence pictures story. For news article, as they 

have different interest, I gave them different article in baseball and figure skating. 

Since my tutee’s proficiency is not advanced, the level of assignment materials is not 

too high and the activities were a little bit controlled.  

 

2. Materials 

- Video 

- Chart for explanation 

- Worksheet for minimal pair 

- Paragraph for reading 

- Online quiz 

- Picture for making sequence story 

 

3. Reaction 

 First, there are some common difficulties and strong points they have alike. 

They choose the /id/ ending sound the easiest one to pronounce. They said that 

since there are only two case in which /id/ sound occur, and the sound /id/ is similar 

to Korean vowel, they felt relative comfortable to produce it compared to other –ed 

ending sounds. On the other hand, both of them had difficulties pronouncing /t/ 

ending sounds. Kim said that he is already aware that he has to end the word with /t/ 

sound, it is quite uncomfortable and unnatural to him. Especially, after ‘x, f, sh, ch’, -

ed endings were pronounced /d/, not /t/, repeatedly. Kwak seemed more feel hard to 

pronounce /t/ endings. When she pronounced /t/ endings, she seemed confused with 

/t/ and /d/ endings. They asked me about the reason why the word ‘fixed’ and ‘helped’ 

are ended /t/  endings  regardless  of  the  last  letter  ‘x’ and ‘p’. After explaining that the 

sounds can affect the pronunciation, not the only alphabetical letter, they understood. 

While they didn’t completely comprehend why the rules go ahead like that, they were 

interested in these different ending sounds in same –ed endings.  

 

 Kwak had more trouble pronouncing –ed endings according to the rules. 
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Thus, I helped her to using word stress. For example, she had difficulty pronouncing 

‘watched’ with /t/ ending sound. Since she pronounced all syllables with the same 

stress like this:  ‘wa-chi-de’, I told her that if the stress put on the first  syllable  ‘wa’, the 

rest of sounds more naturally and appropriately. Also, she pronounced almost ending 

sounds with vowel sounds as Korean do. For example, ‘wanted’, she produced it like 

that:  ‘wan-ti-de’. So I explained a little bit the concept of voiced consonants and 

voiceless consonants.  

 

 Kim’s pronunciation was relatively good, and had difficulty in producing /t/ 

sound and some exceptional words like aged, wicked, dogged and so forth. However, 

I think that problem comes from the lack of the vocabulary, so I didn’t touch too much 

about it. Generally, I explained the basic rule of –ed endings according to the ending 

sounds, not much about all the exceptions to the rules. 
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(ⅱ) Week 2 lesson plan for –s endings 

Materials Procedures Interaction Time 

Words list 

 

Video 

 

 

 

Chart 

 

 

 

Words list 

 

Words list 

 

Sentences 

 

 

Bingo 

game 

worksheet 

1. Have tutees read the words including –s 

ending 

2. Discuss differences among –s endings 

3. Tutees watch the video explaining different –s 

ending sounds 

4. short practice different –s endings during 

watching video 

5. Explain –s ending sounds with charts and 

examples 

6. Short practice each –s ending sounds 

7. Air control simple activity for voiced sounds 

8. Tutees listen to different –s endings and 

choose the right one(Minimal pair activity) 

9. Tutees do minimal pair activity by producing –s 

ending words in person 

10. Tutees do tongue twister activity with –s 

ending 

11. Tutees do bingo game with –s ending words 

(2 times) 

 

 10’’ 

 

 

20’’ 

 

 

 

20’’ 

 

10’’ 

10’’ 

15’’ 

 

15’’ 

 

15’’ 

 

30’’ 

Words list 

 

Sentences 

1. Read the words list including –s ending 

 

2. Practice tongue twisters with –s ending 

 

Assignment 
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(1) Materials 
① Words list: Wishes, Helps, Words, Gloves, Buses, Looks 

② Video 

 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BU6FoC9Rzyg) 

 

(http://www.learning-english-online.net/areas/pronunciation/the-different-s-sounds/) 
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③ Charts and Examples

 

(http://www.woodwardenglish.com/how-to-pronounce-final-s/) 
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VERBS IN THIRD THE PERSON AND PLURAL NOUNS. 
 

 There are three different ways to pronounce the letter ‘s’ ending in regular verbs and 

plural nouns. 
 

 

(http://sharonsathome.com/2013/05/16/pronunciation-s-z-iz/) 

 

 

 

 

When the final ‘s’ sounds like 
gas escaping from a pipe. /S/ 
 
 

When the final ‘s’ sounds like the sound 
a bee makes. /Z/ 

When the final ‘s’ sounds like the 
verb ‘to be’ third person 
form ‘is’./IZ/ 
 

Unvoiced consonant sound 
ending in; /f/, /k/ /p/, /t/, /θ/,  
 

Voiced consonant sound ending in; 
/b/, /d/, /g/, /l/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /r/, /D/, /ò/, 
/v/ 

Add a syllable with this sound 
ending in; /s/, /t∫/, /dʒ/, /z/, / ∫ /, /ʒ/ 

coughs grabs chances 

attacks broods watches 

stops stings judges 

blasts fails chooses 

unearths comes wishes 

 
earns misses 

 
things fixes 

 
roars 

 

 
goes 

 

 
breathes 

 

 
loves 

 

Last letters; h / k / p / t / th 
Last letters; b / d / g / l / m / n 
in / r /o / the / v 

Last letters; c / ch / ge / s / sh 
ss / x 
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④ Listening files 

 
(http://www.learning-english-online.net/areas/pronunciation/the-different-s-sounds/) 
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⑤ Examples for Minimal pair activity 

Standard 
phonetic 
symbols 

Viv's 
phonetic 
symbols 

 
Example word 

/p/ /P/ stops, ships 
/t/ /T/ hits, pets 
/k/ /K/ attacks, bricks 
/f/ /F/ laughs, coughs 
/θ/ /θ/ maths, moths 

 

 
Standard 
phonetic 
symbols 

Viv's 
phonetic 
symbols 

 
Example word 

/b/ /B/ grabs, robs 
/d/ /D/ lids, rods 
/g/ /G/ pigs, dogs 
/v/ /V/ loves, leaves 
/ / /DZ/ breathes, lathes 
/l/ /L/ hills, fails 
/m/ /M/ comes, trams 
/n/ /N/ earns, burns 
/ / /Ñ/ songs, paintings 
any 

vowel 
sound 

any 
vowel 
sound 

plays, employees, flees, 
goes, news 

 
 
Standard 
phonetic 
symbols 

Viv's 
phonetic 
symbols 

 
Example word 

/s/ /S/ buses, places 
/z/ /Z/ chooses, sizes 
/∫/ /SH/ washes, wishes 
/t∫/ /TCH/ watches, matches 

/dƷ/ /DJ/ Judges, pages 

 

(http://www.vivquarry.com/wkshts/pron.html) 
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⑥ Tongue Twisters

 

(http://thinks.com/words/tonguetwisters.htm#S) 
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⑦ Bingo Game sheet 

 
(http://www.bingocardcreator.com/bingo-cards/speech-and-language/words-with-s-

sound-at-the-end) 

 

⑧ Words list 

1. mixes 
 
16. threatens 

 
2. mails 

 
17. apologises 

 
3. approaches 

 
18. acknowledges 

 
4. woes 

 
19. expresses 

 
5. forgets 

 
20. brushes 

 
6. remembers 

 
21. absorbs 

 
7. kisses 

 
22. reminds 

 
8. polishes 

 
23. speaks 
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(http://sharonsathome.com/2013/05/16/pronunciation-s-z-iz/) 

 

(2) Reflection 
In the tutoring time, I introduced and explained with charts, Youtube video about –s 

ending sounds. We did some kinds of interesting activities such as tongue twisters, 

minimal pairs and Bingo game with –s endings.  

 In general, both of my tutees felt difficulty pronouncing –s endings, especially 

in /z/ and /iz/. During watching video, they seemed understood the different ending 

sounds. However, with practice together, their all –s ending words nearly heard /s/. 

They said that it is awkward to pronounce /z/ sounds and that affected /iz/s sound. I 

explained briefly about /s/ and /z/ sounds by using the concept of voice and 

voiceless consonants and demonstration. One of the tutee, Kwak, had much trouble 

in producing /z/ sound. She said that while she was learning English in the public 

school, all the –s ending sounds were heard just /s/ so she needs a preparation time 

to pronounce /z/ sound. Since I think that can affect the intelligibility, we practiced 

how to make /z/ sound quite long time. First, she produced /s/ sounds without voice, 

after that tried to add the voice to make /z/ sound. Although it was not perfect during 

our meeting, she said she god the feel of how to do it. Also, she felt difficulty in 

producing /iz/ sound due to the /z/ sound. I didn’t focus on the /iz/ too much, as I 

want her to be aware of the different ending sounds and practice in the future.  

 Kim, the other tutee, hadn’t known about the different –s ending sounds 

before tutoring. He produced quite well relatively the different ending sounds. 

However, he already has a habit to produce all –s ending words with /s/ sounds. He 

9. gloves 
 
24. refuses 

 
10. boxes 

 
25. orders 

 
11. expects 

 
26. snoops 

 
12. promises 

 
27. weeds 

 
13. burns 

 
28. laughs 

 
14. copies 

 
29. brings 

 
15. suggests 

 
30. truths 

 

http://sharonsathome.com/2013/05/16/pronunciation-s-z-iz/
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said that he felt difficulty to pronounce /z/ and /iz/ without consciousness. And, he 

didn’t understand why the different sounds were made. Although he understood he 

has to do that, he seemed a little bit confused why he has to do it. Even I explained 

that this problem can affect the intelligibility, he felt like awkward still the rest of the 

meeting.  

I think, in order to help them understand the concept of intelligibility, it will be 

useful to use different sounds and accents from others in authentic situation. 
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(ⅲ) Week 3 lesson plan for /r/ and /l/  

Materials Procedures Interaction Time 

Listening 

files 

 

Video 

 

 

 

Pictures 

 

 

Sentences 

Paragraph 

Words list 

 

1. Tutees listen to the sounds and write the 

words(listening minimal pair activity) 

2. Discuss difference between /r/ and /l/ 

2. Tutees watch the video explaining the 

difference between /r/ and /l/ and teaching how to 

pronounce /r/ and /l/ appropriately(2 vidoes) 

4. Explain how to pronounce /r/ and /l/ with the 

simple steps and picture of articulation of each 

sound 

5. Do tongue control practice for pronouncing /r/ 

and /l/(practice articulation) 

6. Tutees do tongue twister activity 

7. Tutees read the paragraph including /r/ and /l/  

8. Tutees do minimal pair activity by producing /r/ 

and /l/ sounds in person(speaking and listening) 

 

 10’’ 

 

10’’ 

20’’ 

 

 

20’’ 

 

15’’ 

20’’ 

20’’ 

20’’ 

 

 

 

Words list 

 

Webpage 

 

Sentences 

1. Brainstorm and write the words with /r/ and /l/ 

as many as possible 

 

2. Read the words list they made  

 

3. Minimal pair quiz online 

 

4. Practice tongue twister with /r/ and /l/ 

Assignment 
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(1) Materials 
① Listening files for minimal pair activity 

 

(http://www.manythings.org/pp/) 
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② Video 

 

(http://www.engvid.com/english-pronunciation-r-l/) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.engvid.com/english-pronunciation-r-l/
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③ Steps  

 

 

 

(http://busyteacher.org/3595-how-to-teach-r-and-l-sounds.html) 

 

 

 

http://busyteacher.org/3595-how-to-teach-r-and-l-sounds.html
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④ Picture of articulation 

 

 
(http://www.learnenglish.de/pronunciation/lvsr.html) 

 

 

 

http://www.learnenglish.de/pronunciation/lvsr.html
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(http://www.pronuncian.com/Lessons/Default.aspx?Lesson=13) 

 

⑤ Tongue twisters 

Twisters with "r" and "l" 

The rickety ladder rattled right and left before it crashed through the glass. 
 
Rotten lettuce really reeks. 
 
Loose, leafy lettuce reminds me of really pretty, green trees. 
 
Real lemon, real lime, which would you pick every time? 
 
Ribbons rolled, ribbons loose, hair untied, what's your excuse? 
 
Tip and tap, rip and rap, lip and lap. Tip, rip, lip, tap, rap, lap.  

(http://www.speak-read-write.com/tonguetwister.htm) 
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⑥ Paragraph for reading practice 
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(http://www.simplyrecipes.com/recipes/buttery_tomato_pasta/) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.simplyrecipes.com/recipes/buttery_tomato_pasta/
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⑦ Words list for minimal pair activity 

Elementary 

alive arrive 

belly* berry 

blight* bright 

blue brew* 

blush* brush 

flee* free 

fly fry 

lane* rain 

led* red 

lead* read 

lice* rice 

light right 

load* road 

long wrong 

loom* room 

lot rot* 

play pray* 

Pre-Intermediate 

blew brew* 

clash* crash 

collect correct 

glamour grammar 

glass grass 

lace* race 

lamp ramp* 

late rate* 

law raw 

led red 

leader reader 

lied* ride 

lighter writer 

lock rock 

locker rocker 

luck ruck* 

lush* rush 

Intermediate 

clown crown 

fleas* freeze 

glow* grow 

lack rack* 

lair* rare 

lake rake* 

lamb ram* 

lane rain 

lather* rather 

laze raise 

lead read 

leech* reach 

lies rise 

lip rip 

list wrist 

lob* rob 

locket rocket 

loot* root 

lows rose 

pilot pirate 

Upper Intermediate 

belly berry 

blues bruise 

blush brush 
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flee free 

flees freeze 

laid raid 

lamp ramp 

lank* rank 

lap wrap 

late rate 

lay ray 

lead red 

leer* rear 

lentil rental 

lid rid 

lot rot 

loyal royal 

play pray 

Advanced/Proficiency 

blacken bracken 

blight bright 

blew brew 

clash crash 

flea free 

fleas freeze 

gland grand 

glow grow 

jelly jerry 

lace race 

lack rack 

lag rag 

lagging ragging 

lair rare 

lake rake 

lamb ram 

lank rank 

lash rash 

lather rather 

law raw 

laze raze 

lead reed 

leek reek 

leap reap 

leech reach 

leer rear 

lib rib 

lice rice 

lick rick 

light rite 

limb rim 

lime rhyme 

link rink 

lit writ 

loam roam 

loaves roves 

lob rob 

lobe robe 

look rook 

loom room 

lute route 

lope rope 

lout rout 

lubber rubber 

luck ruck 

lug rug 

lump rump 

lung rung 
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lush rush 

lust rust 

splat sprat 

splint sprint 

(http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/minimal-pairs-l-r.htm) 

 

⑧ Online Quiz 

 

 

 
(http://www.manythings.org/mp/m11.html) 

http://www.manythings.org/mp/m11.html
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⑨ Tongue twisters

 

(http://beyondgrammar.wordpress.com/2012/05/30/lr-pronunciation-drills/) 

 

(2) Reflection 
As other Korean do, my tutees had a little bit difficulty in pronouncing /l/ and 

/r/ sound accurately. They were capable of discriminating the difference sounds 

between /l/ and /r/ during minimal pair, pronouncing them by themselves still has a 

problem, I think. However, some kinds of sounds, for example, starting with /r/ word 

sounds were better than the beginning of the tutoring, changed with this tutoring. 

They felt interesting especially in tongue twister activity in these sounds practice. (ex: 

Real lime, Real lemon, which would you prefer every time?) 
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 First, Kwak hadn’t known about exactly how to pronounce /r/ sound, even /l/ 

sound. After watching the video on /r/ and /l/ sounds, she said that she understood 

the differences in pronunciation of them with articulation. Although they didn’t learn 

about the articulation, we used a lot our tongue position, mouth shape changes, lips 

changes to pronounce correctly. She said that while it was okay to pronounce first 

and final /r/ sound in the words, she had trouble pronouncing middle /r/ sound in the 

word such as ‘pretty, crashed, every’. Also, she said it was much easier to use word 

stress by making correct articulation. I think it was a good way to do. We talked 

about the tone of the sounds, she felt like that /l/ sound is higher than /r/ sound. So, 

she has a curious about that other people who use English for communicative 

purpose can distinguish between /r/ and /l/ sound according to the tone.  

 Kim also talked about the tone of the two sounds, /l/ is relatively high and /r/ 

is relatively low. While he normally pronounced well during the reading the words 

and tongue twister script with relatively slow speed, it seemed more difficult to do it 

when he talked more freely. He talked about the stress too, placing stress on /r/ and 

/l/ sound in the words made him much easier to pronounce them. Also, he had the 

same trouble to Kwak in pronouncing middle /r/ sound in the word.  

 They looked ashamed of pronouncing /r/ sounds while pronouncing /l/ much 

comfortably. Their /l/ sounds were pretty good to understand, so I didn’t check too 

much on /l/ sound. We focused on /r/ sound much more during the tutoring. 
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(ⅳ) Week 4 lesson plan for /f/ and /v/ 

Materials Procedures Interaction Time 

Listening 

files 

Video 

 

 

Mirrors 

 

Chart 

 

Chart 

 

 

Paper 

 

 

1. Minimal pair activity with listening 

 

2. Tutees watch the video explaining how to 

pronounce /f/ and /v/ appropriately and showing 

how the sounds are different 

3. Tutees check their mouth by using mirrors 

during pronouncing /f/ and /v/ 

4. Explain /f/ and /v/ sounds with charts and 

examples 

5. Explain the exception of /f/ and /v/ sounds 

6. Tutees do air control activity with /f/ and /v/, 

and /s/ and /z/ 

7. Do words wall game 

8. Tutees have free talking time with the topic 

including /f/ and /v/ sounds a lot 

 

 10’’ 

 

20’’ 

 

 

15’’ 

 

20 

’’ 

10’’ 

10’’ 

 

25’’ 

30’’ 

 

 

 

Paragraph 

 

Webpage 

1. Practice air control activity 

 

2. Read the paragraph including /f/ and /v/ 

 

3. Minimal pair game online 

Assignment 
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(1) Materials 
① Listening for minimal pair activity 

 

(http://www.adelescorner.org/pronunciation/minimal_pairs/f_v/f_v.html) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.adelescorner.org/pronunciation/minimal_pairs/f_v/f_v.html
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② Video 

 
(http://www.engvid.com/english-pronunciation-f-v/) 

 

③ Chart and examples 

 
(http://evaeaston.com/f-v-pattern.html) 

 

 

 

 

 

http://evaeaston.com/f-v-pattern.html
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④ Paragraphs for practice /f/ 

FISH  

Talk about fish and going fishing. Have you ever been fishing? What would you take 

with you on a fishing trip? Where can you catch fish? Cut out paper fish and then 

make a small fishing rod with a pole, sting and a magnet on the end. Put paper clips 

on the fish so you can catch them. Who can catch the most fish? Who can catch the 

biggest fish? Who can catch the first fish? Who can catch the fattest fish? Have fish 

and French fries for lunch or supper. Let your child help you make the meal and talk 

about the fish or fries while you are doing so. Where did the fish come from?  

  

FEET  

Take a good look at your feet. Talk about what you can do with your feet (e.g. walk, 

stand, wiggle your toes, etc.). Who has the biggest feet? Smallest feet? Funniest feet? 

How many toes are on each foot? (Five!) Trace your feet on a piece of paper and 

then cut them out. You can make a footpath to follow with all your footprints. If you go 

outside, you can make foot prints in the dirt (shoes on or off?). Who can make the 

best footprints?  

  

FAMILY  

Look in a photo album at pictures of the people in your family. How big is your family? 

Who are the oldest people in the family? Who are the youngest people? Who else is 

a part of the family? Do you go on a family vacation? Do you have family friends?  

  

FAST  

Take some time to talk about things that are fast. You could look in a magazine or 

catalogue and cut out pictures of things that are fast: motorcycles, cars, trucks, 

airplanes. Glue the pictures onto a piece of paper and hang it on the fridge. Are there 

any animals that are fast? (Cheetah, rabbit, antelope). Are fish fast? What about 

elephants?  

  

FOOD  

Everyone likes food. At mealtimes you can talk about the food you are eating. What 
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kinds of food do you eat for breakfast, lunch or supper? You could make a picture of 

favorite foods. Do you like to eat fruit, French fries, with fork? 

 

(http://www.rmcdc.com/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=63GrKWdZ5CI%3D&tabid=579&mi

d=1737) 

 

⑤ Paragraphs for practice /v/ 

 
(http://www.eslgold.com/pronunciation/sound_v.html) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.eslgold.com/pronunciation/sound_v.html
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⑥ Online Quiz 

 
 

 
(http://www.manythings.org/mp/m09.html) 

 

(2) Reflection 
When I did diagnostic with my tutees, they had a problem pronouncing /f/ and /v/ 

sounds accurately. Therefore, I wanted to practice these sounds together to improve 

intelligibility. Since Korean usually doesn’t use the bottom lips when we speak 
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Korean, many of them are confused in using /b/, /f/, /v/ sounds. I think this problem 

can be problematic to communicate with others using English.  

 First about 15 minutes, they did minimal pairs activity with the recording 

made by English users. I don’t know their exact nationalities, tutees were good at 

distinguishing the /f/ and /v/. As they were already know about the differences 

between two sounds, I showed them two videos in Youtube about how to pronounce 

/f/ and /v/ sounds appropriately. When watched them, they seemed like interesting 

and fun to use their bottom lips and front teeth. They used mirrors and stared at 

other’s mouth to check their sounds for 15 minutes. I explained the sounds with 

charts more deeply almost 20 minutes by using the ‘ph’, ‘gh’, and ‘of’ and so on. 

Since they are exception to make /f/ and /v/ sounds, my tutees were surprised that 

they have to pronounce /f/ sounds  when  reading  ‘photo’ or ‘phone’ and pronounce /v/ 

sound reading ‘of’. Fortunately, while they felt a little bit difficult to be aware of 

exceptions, both of them were excited and fun about these sounds. They said that it 

was much easier to pronounce /f/ and /v/ compared to previous sounds.  

 Prior to the main practice activities, we had a time to practice controlling air. 

First, they made a sound /f/ with air flowing and then added voice, and then removed 

the voice again. They said this simple activity was more difficult than they had 

anticipated. They could remember the previous practicing with –s endings, especially 

/z/ sounds and used it in this activity. I gave them this activity as homework to make 

it more smoothly.  

Kim was good at pronouncing /f/ and /v/ when he tried to pronounce them 

appropriately. However, when he didn’t care about the pronunciation with 

consciousness, for example during more free-talking, he pronounced /p/ and /b/ 

sounds instead of /f/ and /v/. Kwak was in the same situation. Although she had a 

little problem in pronouncing voiced sounds such as /z/ and /v/, her pronunciation 

was relatively good to comprehend. To improve their automatic performance, we did 

two activities the words wall and question & answer talking with /f/ and /v/ for about 

30 minutes for each. With little changes, such as introducing words walls which they 

have to come up with the maximum number of words including /f/ and /v/ sounds 

within the limited time, they enjoyed a lot doing the new types of practices together. 

Also, I tried to give them more natural conversation by doing question & answer 
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talking regarding to the topics related to their families, vacation and so on. As 

previous activities were relatively controlled, I had worried about more free-talking 

situation. However, they really tried hard to speak something to be understandable 

for each other and were not too much anxiety than I expected. So, I will use more 

talking style activities for next tutoring.  

 

(ⅴ) Week 5 lesson plan for review 

Materials Procedures Interaction Time 

Paragraph 

 

 

Recorder 

 

 

 

 

 

Video 

 

 

 

 

 

Paper 

Pen 

 

1. Give tutees each different paragraph 

2. Tutees read the paragraph respectively 

3. Have short practice time to read the paragraph 

4. Tutees record voice reading the paragraph 

5. Tutees listen to the others’ recordings 

6. Make the list of strengths and supplements 

about our tutoring items only 

7. Share the ideas and discuss the feedback 

about the pronunciation  

8. Make tutees listen to other’s speaking in 

Youtube 

9. Talk about what the people said in the video 

and discuss their pronunciation 

10. discuss what is the most important to 

pronounce English 

11. Make a simple paper poster what we did in 

the last session 

(strengths and supplements on tutoring items, 

what is the most important in pronunciation, how 

they think about others’ pronunciation, etc.) 

  

5’’ 

10’’ 

10’’ 

 

20’’ 

 

20’’ 

 

15’’ 

 

30’’ 

 

15’’ 

 

20’’ 

 1. Review the assignments during tutoring for 

preparing the achievement test 

Assignment 
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 (1) Materials 

  ① Paragraphs for reading and recording the speaking 

 
(http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/culture/2014/06/143_152911.html) 

 

 

 

http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/culture/2014/06/143_152911.html
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(http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/tech/2014/06/419_158045.html) 

 

 

 

 

http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/tech/2014/06/419_158045.html
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  ② Video 

 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ba1B4Rn8_GE) 

 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVUlhi8pe0c) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ba1B4Rn8_GE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVUlhi8pe0c
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 (2) Reflection 
 For the last session, I prepared the whole review session for our all tutoring 

project. There are two reasons I decided to like that. First, I think they seemed need 

to organize the items we dealt with through four times tutoring. Since one is working 

at the bank and the other is studying in university, actually they don’t have enough 

time to practice our target pronunciation and don’t have many opportunities to speak 

English on duty or on study. Secondly, I wanted them prepare the achievement test 

will be taken next week. By discussing with them about the type of test, how much 

time it will take, how they can prepare the test and which test they prefer, I think they 

will do much better performance in achievement test.  

 First, I gave them each different news article which they are interested in 

respectively. After reading it with skimming, I checked their unknown vocabulary, 

expressions, and other curious things about it. And then, they had a time almost 

about 10minutes to practice reading for recording. After recording the paragraph 

respectively, they exchanged the files with each other to check strengthens and 

supplements. At first, they were a little bit afraid about the peer feedback, as the 

process was going, they laughed a lot and tried to make better pronunciation. Also, 

they only focused on the tutoring items; -ed endings, -s endings, /r/ and /l/, and /f/ 

and /v/ sounds, not all the things in their pronunciation. So I think it was more easy 

and comfortable for them to talk about their pronunciation together. 

 For second part, I showed them the videos in which different speakers are 

talking in English with different pronunciation. They were really interested in what 

they said and where they come from and their pronunciations. We discussed 

pronunciation role in English speaking and using. Kim said that he thought like that 

although there is no single standard pronunciation anymore, it is necessary to use 

appropriate pronunciation to be understandable to others. On the other hand, Kwak 

said that it is not important problem to use which pronunciation, but we can use the 

context in which we are talking in English. They talked about their own stance and 

the degree of the ‘appropriate’ pronunciation for quite long time almost 30 minutes. 

During this discussion, I realized that their speaking were really good at 

understandable to each other even they used English only. After the discussion, 

when I talked to them about their speaking fluency, they were surprised too. 
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Ⅸ. Achievement Test 

(ⅰ) Achievement test 

(1) Describing Pictures 

① Introduction of test 

As we did in the diagnostic test, tutees will describe the pictures as detail as 

they can in order to show their knowledge of pronunciation about –s endings. 

Since prepar ed pictures include diverse things in it, tutees have to use plural 

expressions and third person singular verb to describe each woman’s 

situation. This kind of task is not only relatively easy and already familiar with 

my tutees. Also this test is not only controlled to test the knowledge of 

pronunciation directly, but also needs relatively natural speaking for 

completing the test.  

 

② Test materials 

 

 
(www.loveisnotatriangle.com) 

 

http://www.loveisnotatriangle.com/2014/03/event-recap-kristin-cashore-and-marie.html
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(esol.britishcouncil.org) 

 

 

(www.seattlepi.com) 

 

③ Analysis of the test 

I had prepared three pictures for describing picture task because my tutees 

http://esol.britishcouncil.org/build-your-speaking-skills/describing-picture-market-stall
https://www.google.co.kr/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&docid=pSd2JhkSAEDLUM&tbnid=l0h-DatQ9fG25M:&ved=0CAQQjB0&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.seattlepi.com%2Flocal%2Farticle%2FWhat-sickened-200-people-at-Redmond-picnic-3828801.php&ei=QJmWU6rkGoLd8AXamYLgDA&bvm=bv.68445247,d.dGc&psig=AFQjCNEpn_QpBPbaYBEVgLyB44QubHhysw&ust=1402464942654163
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can choose the picture which they want to use for the test. It is more 

motivating for them, also makes them less nervous by indicating their own 

preference. In addition, as we did in this test in diagnostic, they will more 

comfortable and have more confidence at the beginning of the whole test. 

Also, as I said above, this test needs the targeted knowledge and some 

amount of free speaking to do it.  

 

(2) Reading paragraphs 

① Introduction of test 

As reading an article was used for diagnostic test, tutees will read the 

prepared paragraphs. I will use the news article including a lot of –ed endings 

due to the tense of the events. They will loudly read the article which is 

different from each other according to their interest.  

 

② Test Materials 
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(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/14/dodgers-cardinals-3-0-game-3-puig-

ryu_n_4099356.html) 

 

 
(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/09/26/celebrity-chef-restaurants-jean-georges-

todd-english_n_974745.html) 

 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/14/dodgers-cardinals-3-0-game-3-puig-ryu_n_4099356.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/14/dodgers-cardinals-3-0-game-3-puig-ryu_n_4099356.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/09/26/celebrity-chef-restaurants-jean-georges-todd-english_n_974745.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/09/26/celebrity-chef-restaurants-jean-georges-todd-english_n_974745.html
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③ Analysis of the test 

I had prepared two different articles including –ed endings basically because 

my two tutees have different interest in. It is more beneficial for them to read 

interested paragraphs. This test is also similar to that of diagnostic test. They 

will familiar with this and won’t be too much nervous about it. Compared to 

the describing picture test, it is more controlled by just reading the sentences 

including targeted items. Also, the articles include not only –ed endings, but 

also other tutoring items such as –s, /r/ and /l/, and /f/ and /v/. I will check 

their other pronunciations at the same time in this test.  

 

(3) Quiz 

① Introduction of test 

In this test, tutees will conduct the quiz activity with each other more freely 

compared to previous two tests. First, they will decide to which person go first 

to correct the answers. After given the words list, one person will explain the 

target word with other expressions and words except the target word. After 

the other person listens to the explanation, will correct the answer. All answer 

words consist of tutoring items especially /r/ and /l/, and /f/ and /v/. Each 

person will take turns three times.  

 

② Test materials 

 /r/ and /l/

Elementary 

alive arrive 

belly* berry 

blight* bright 

blue brew* 

blush* brush 

flee* free 

fly fry 

lane* rain 

led* red 

lead* read 

lice* rice 

light right 

load* road 

long wrong 

loom* room 
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lot rot* 

play pray* 

Pre-Intermediate 

blew brew* 

clash* crash 

collect correct 

glamour grammar 

glass grass 

lace* race 

lamp ramp* 

late rate* 

law raw 

led red 

leader reader 

lied* ride 

lighter writer 

lock rock 

locker rocker 

luck ruck* 

lush* rush 

Intermediate 

clown crown 

fleas* freeze 

glow* grow 

lack rack* 

lair* rare 

lake rake* 

lamb ram* 

lane rain 

lather* rather 

laze raise 

lead read 

leech* reach 

lies rise 

lip rip 

list wrist 

lob* rob 

locket rocket 

loot* root 

lows rose 

pilot pirate 

Upper Intermediate 

belly berry 

blues bruise 

blush brush 

flee free 

flees freeze 

laid raid 

lamp ramp 

lank* rank 

lap wrap 

late rate 

lay ray 

lead red 

leer* rear 

lentil rental 

lid rid 

lot rot 

loyal royal 

play pray 

Advanced/Proficiency 

blacken bracken 
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blight bright 

blew brew 

clash crash 

flea free 

fleas freeze 

gland grand 

glow grow 

jelly jerry 

lace race 

lack rack 

lag rag 

lagging ragging 

lair rare 

lake rake 

lamb ram 

lank rank 

lash rash 

lather rather 

law raw 

laze raze 

lead reed 

leek reek 

leap reap 

leech reach 

leer rear 

lib rib 

lice rice 

lick rick 

light rite 

limb rim 

lime rhyme 

link rink 

lit writ 

loam roam 

loaves roves 

lob rob 

lobe robe 

look rook 

loom room 

lute route 

lope rope 

lout rout 

lubber rubber 

luck ruck 

lug rug 

lump rump 

lung rung 

lush rush 

lust rust 

splat sprat 

splint sprin

(http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/minimal-pairs-l-r.htm) 

/f/ and /v/ 

Elementary and Pre-Intermediate 

x fan van 

x fast vast* 

x fat vat* 

x ferry very 
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x Fife* five 

x fine vine* 

x gif* give 

x leaf leave 

x off of 

Intermediate 

x fear veer* 

x fee V 

x file vile* 

x foul vowel 

x half halve 

x life live (adjective) 
x proof prove 

x safe save 

x waif* wave 

Upper-Intermediate 

x belief believe 

x fail veil 

x fault vault* 

x feel veal 

x feign* vain 

x fender vendor 

x fetch vetch* 

x foist* voiced 

x grief grieve 

x reef reeve* 

x staff starve 

x surf serve 

Advanced 

x calf carve 

x chaff chav 

x duff dove 

x feign vein 

x fie vie 

x foal vole 

x fox vox 

x guff guv 

x serf serve 

x skiff skiv 

x strife strive 

x waif waive 

(http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/minimal-pairs-f-v.htm) 

③ Analysis of the test 

I think this test will be interesting for my tutees because they will compete 

with each other a little bit to correct the answers. They will need to speak 

what they want to say and have to paraphrase the word by using other 

vocabulary they had. It seems more natural speaking test. However, I can 

check their pronunciation on target items easily while they are talking with 

each other. Also, for the person who have to correct the answer, he or she 

will have to say the correct word including target items /r/ and /l, /f/ and /v/.  
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(4) Free talking  
① Introduction of test 

In this test, tutees will only use the topics prepared by me and talk about it 

completely freely. Compared to the previous tests which test tutees’ 

knowledge, this test is more focusing on automatic pronunciation by 

practicing tutoring items. I will check their pronunciation we had practiced 

before together, not all the things in their speaking quality such as intonation, 

grammatical factors, word stress and so forth.  

 

② Test materials 

I will use the topics for free talking to use tutoring target project more naturally. 

For example, when they talk about the last vacation, they definitely use the 

words   ‘vacation’   or   ‘leave’   including   our   target   items   /v/   and   /l/, also –ed 

endings due to the past tense.  

Topics: What did you do last week? 

   What did you do in last vacation? 

 

③ Analysis of the test 

 Through this test, tutees will talk about the topics more freely and naturally 

with tutoring items while they can’t aware of using. In terms of their proficiency, this 

test will be a little bit difficult. However, during tutoring, they enjoyed gradually 

speaking English by themselves not considering too much grammar or pronunciation. 

Immediate speaking task can be helpful for them to use English as a language to 

communicate with each other. Also, since similar tasks were conducted during fourth 

and fifth tutoring, I think they will do their best to carry out this test enjoyably.  
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 (ⅱ) Rubric for testing 

Letter Sound Examples OK 
X 

Substitution Omission 

-ed 

/t/ 
    

/d/ 
    

/id/ 
    

-s 

/s/ 
    

/z/ 
    

/iz/ 
    

r /r/ 
    

l /l/ 
    

f /f/ 
    

v /v/ 
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 (ⅲ) Results and Analysis 

  (1) Kim Seung Chan 

   ① Results of the test 
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② Analysis of the results 

 He generally was better at speaking English with confidence than before tutor 

project. He tried to speak what he wanted to express although he had a problem with 

the lack of vocabulary and grammatical knowledge.  

 I think that he had confused a little bit about pronouncing –ed endings 

especially in /t/ and /d/. He pronounced /t/ endings when he had to use /d/ endings. 

He seemed like conscious of the /t/ endings a lot. He mispronounced /t/ ending using 

/d/, but it happened only one time as a mistake. Also, he used /s/ endings many 

times when he had to pronounce /z/ ending. He seemed like that he didn’t think 

about the –s endings seriously. His pronunciation emphasized /s/ sounds overall. For 

the other items, such as /f/ and /v/, /r/ and /l/, he made only few mistakes. 

Considering that he hadn’t known how to pronounce our tutoring items in detail 

before the tutoring, I think he improved his pronunciation a lot through this project 

and seemed like that he god a great confidence in speaking English.  

 In more controlled test, which is reading the paragraphs, he was good at –ed 

endings because I told him that I will check the –ed endings only during the speaking. 

On the contrast, more free test such as describing pictures, quiz and free talking, he 

made a few mistakes that he hadn’t made in reading paragraphs test. I think it is 

related to fluency and his proficiency. He said that although he practiced quite a lot 

out tutoring items by doing assignments, he didn’t have many opportunities to use 

English in real life. Therefore, automatic pronunciation couldn’t be achieved in 

specific items we practiced together. However, the amount of his speaking really 

increased compared to the first meeting or first tutoring.  
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(2) Kwak Yoon Jin 
① Results of the test 
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② Analysis of the results 

 She had a problem with speaking English by herself without other’s help 

seriously before the project because of the lack of confidence in English. However, in 

this achievement test, I realized that her speaking improved a lot not only 

pronunciation, but also intelligibility. She wasn’t too much afraid about her English 

speaking through the test, as we focused and emphasized that the most important 

thing is intelligibility, not only grammar, pronunciation, and other factors related to 

‘native’ like during our tutoring.  

 She made a few mistakes in pronouncing –ed endings, especially /d/ ending. 

She pronounced ‘enjoyed’ and ‘stayed’ with /id/ ending, not /d/, and omitted –ed 

endings in words ‘named’ and ‘declared’. Also, she used /s/ ending for –s endings 

which has to be pronounced /z/, for example ‘has’ and ‘bags’. Compared to ending 

sounds –ed and –s, she had more difficulty in pronouncing consonants items 

accurately. Especially, she said that she felt difficulty in pronouncing /r/ sound in the 

middle of the words. For example, ‘room’ or ‘rice’ is much better for her to pronounce 

because target /r/ sounds is in the first place in the word. ‘ferry’, ‘pray’, ‘considerably’ 

and ‘variety’ were almost pronounced like /l/. She said that when she wanted to 

pronounce /r/, she needed a time to think and try to do so for a while in her head. /V/ 

sound was the most difficult one for her because she had to use her lips, front teeth 

and voice at the same time. When she spoke in controlled test, she made much 

better /v/ sound compared to that of less controlled test.  

Overall, she omitted some difficult sounds several times. I think it is maybe 

related to the lack of confidence in specific sounds. However, her speaking is more 

intelligible than before because she wanted to talk to others in English. Since she 

also hardly has chances to speak English speaker in real life, she has tried to 

practice target sounds by herself. While omitting or avoiding some difficult parts, she 

got a confidence in other sounds. In free talking test, she slowly spoke her 

experience as in detail as she can do with the other tutee. It was really impressive 

because she didn’t give up speaking and kept going to delivery her thoughts in 

English.  
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Ⅹ. Conclusions 

 In achievement tests, although my tutees had a few mistakes on the tutoring 

items, I think they made a lot of improvement on not only their pronunciation, but 

also their speaking proficiency. Compared less controlled tests such as free talking 

and describing pictures, they had better job on more controlled test like reading the 

paragraphs. Since they didn’t have enough time to practice speaking English in their 

real life, they couldn’t  make tutoring items on their own. However, in controlled test, 

they did very few mistakes with great consciousness. I could see their efforts to use 

their knowledge on pronunciation which they got during tutoring project and so happy 

to see improvement of the results of tests. In addition, I was surprised that their 

fluency improved a lot at the last day of tutoring. Compared the first tutoring, they 

really seemed comfortable to speak English so as to express their ideas by using 

their existing knowledge such as grammar, vocabulary or pronunciation. At first, they 

were seriously afraid about their speaking quality, especially in grammar and 

pronunciation. However, once they realized that grammar or native like pronunciation 

isn’t the most important thing in English communication, they started to get rid of 

their anxiety and get a confidence in speaking English. I was really happy with the 

fact that this tutoring project changed their perception of English overall.  

 In more detail, on English pronunciation, they got a different point of view. 

One tutee Kim said that since he knew the importance of intelligibility and 

comprehensibility, he thought ‘appropriate’ and ‘standard’ English pronunciation is 

needed. He was still considering native pronunciation such as American and British 

the standard one. On the contrary, Kwak said that ‘native like’ pronunciation doesn’t 

have any special meaning for her. She could remember that she was told her 

pronunciation was very cute and sounds like exotic and attractive when she was in 

Italy. For her, in pronunciation, the most important thing is the identity and confidence 

in what she can say in English. Although we had the same tutoring sessions all 

together, I felt interested and a little bit surprised that they had totally different point 

of view on English pronunciation at the end of the project.  

 I as well as my tutees had a wonderful time due to this tutoring project. I 

thought that if I will improve my pronunciation, I can be a model for pronunciation 

teaching by myself regardless of my nationality. It was great time with new concept 
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of English pronunciation for me. In the future, I want to include pronunciation things 

in my class not only listening, but also speaking tasks and activities. I got a 

confidence in teaching pronunciation in the future although I’m not a native speaker.  


